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Why is the extra-tropical atmosphere approx. quasi-geostrophic ?
The stability of quasi-geostrophic flow with respect to                
ageostrophic perturbations
Derivation of (2-layer, f_plane) PE in terms of Normal Modes
Errico JAS 1981 
Demonstartion of Equipartition
Errico Tellus 1984 
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Diabatic Balance ?
The interplay of analysis and initialization
Errico et al. MWR 1993 
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Gravitational modes considered as forced and damped harmonic oscillators
Errico 1981 JAS, 1984 MWR, 1997 J Japan MS
Harmonic Dial for External m=4 Mode, Period=3.7h
Without NNMI With NNMI
Errico 1997 J Japan Met Soc
Behavior of gravitational modes in a climate model:
Time series (harmonic dials) of complex mode amplitudes 
Errico MWR 1989 
16 days shown
Behavior of gravitational modes in a climate model: 
Power spectra of complex mode amplitudes
Errico MWR 1989 
Solid: Westward propagating      Dashed: Eastward propagating        
Behavior of gravitational modes in a climate model: 
Power spectra of convective heating
Errico MWR 1989 
Diabatic balance vs appropriate cutoff
Errico and Rasch Tellus 1988 
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Higher-order Machenhauer schemes
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Other Issues 
Vertical modes in discrete models
10 level MAMS 
Modes 1, 2, 7  (H=10,000, 2050, 13 m)
72 level GEOS-5 
Mode 29 (H=13m)
(Notice only plotted up to σ=0.1
23 zero crossings above for σ<0.1 
72 level GEOS-5 model with top at 0.01 hPa
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Derivation of (2-layer) PE in terms of Normal Modes
Errico JAS 1981 
Derivation of (2-layer) PE in terms of Normal Modes
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Derivation of (2-layer) PE in terms of Normal Modes
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Derivation of (2-layer) PE in terms of Normal Modes
Errico JAS 1981 
Partitioning of analysis error energy in terms of normal modes:
(as inferred from an OSSE) 
Errico et al. Met Z. 2007 
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Summary 
1. Much can be learned from some old works
2. The standard Normal Modes provide useful concepts and tools
3. The standard Normal Modes have limitations
a. the universality of vertical modes  
b. internal modes (when C approx = U)
c. more realistic basic states (e.g. as for SVs)
4. Is Initialization still an issue ? 
5. There is  more to understand
a. time scales of moist diabatic processes
b. effects of top boundary conditions, non-hydrostatic behavior
c. SV behavior
